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INTRODUCTION 

The accounts of Daniel’s visions are some of the most spectacular sections in Scripture. They are filled with 
amazing imagery and are terrifying to Daniel. Even after their explanations, the images continue to haunt 
Daniel. But the images, along with their explanations, are informative and impactful to the reader concerning 
the end times. 

THE VISIONS OF DANIEL 
The Golden Image 

Chapter 2 – This is not a vision of Daniel but of King Nebuchadnezzar and happened at least three years after 
Daniel arrived in Babylon. Daniel is in the inner circle of the King’s advisers but is not yet prominent or chief 
of the wise men. Nebuchadnezzar has a dream and makes an impossible decree for his wise men to tell him 
both what he dreamed and its meaning. It is through this dream that we have our first prophetic revelation. 
God gives Daniel both the content of the dream and its meaning. 

The dream was of a statue that is built with five different materials: head of gold, chest of silver, waist of 
brass, legs of iron, and feet of iron and clay. At the end of the dream, a stone not cut with hands crushes 
the statue and the stone becomes a huge mountain. Read Daniel 2:29-45 

More about this when we look at the next vision. 

The Four Beasts 

Chapter 7 – This is the first recorded vision that Daniel has, and it occurs during the first year of Babylon’s 
last king. In this vision, Daniel sees four beasts: a lion with eagle’s wings, a bear with three ribs in his mouth, 
a leopard with four wings and four heads, and finally, the dreadful and strong beast with iron teeth, ten horns. 
Then a little horn came up and pulls up three of the horns. The little horn had eyes and a mouth with great 
boasts (1-8). 

Daniel then sees also sees the Ancient of Days (9-10) standing in opposition to the little horn until the last 
beast was destroyed with all of the other beasts (11-12). The Son of Man is revealed and is presented to 
the Ancient of Days, and an everlasting kingdom was given to Him (13-14). 

Daniel is given a brief explanation in verses 15-18, but he seeks to understand the last beast more clearly. 
The answer is given to Daniel in 23-28. 

What do these images represent? From the text, we know that the first is Babylon, but the other kingdoms 
are not yet disclosed. We will continue with the identification after the next vision.  

The Ram and the Goat 

Chapter 8 – Two years later, Daniel gets another vision: a ram with two horns (3-4), then a goat coming from 
the west with a strange horn between his eyes (5-8), the horn broke off to four horns, and a little horn grew 
out of one of the horns (9-14). 

The interpretation of this vision gives us information about the other visions. 

The ram is Media and Persia. The goat is Greece. The horn is the first king (Alexander). The four horns 
represent the separation of his kingdom (23-27). The little horn is not yet identified. 
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One commentary says, “The "little horn" which arises from the four horns is Antiochus Epiphanes. It 
grows in power to the south and to the east and towards the beautiful land, reflecting Antiochus' 
campaigns in Egypt (169–168 BCE), Persia (166 BCE), and Israel (the "beautiful land"). "Truth was 
flung to the ground" by the little horn as it tramples the land: this is probably a reference to the Torah, 
the Law of Moses.”  

But this is conjecture and also, we still do not know the identity of the final beast (legs of the statue). 

The Seventy Weeks 

Chapter 9 – A few years later during King Darius (before Cyrus taking the throne), Daniel was preparing for 
the end of the captivity and praying intently for Israel (1-3). While praying, Gabriel comes and gives Daniel 
information concerning the Seventy Weeks of Israel. 

Read 24-27 – In past studies, we saw how the weeks are actually 70 sets of 7 years. Therefore, we know 
that this refers to 490 years. But after 69 weeks (483 years), the Messiah will be cut off. Then events will 
happen during the “cutoff period.” The prince will be the key figure during this 70th week. This will be a 
seven-year period when the wrath of God will be poured out upon Israel and all the world will also suffer. 

Information about future events: 

Chapter 10-12 – Some years after, in the third year of Cyrus, Daniel was once again comforted and told what 
would happen in the latter days (14). Chapters 11-12 give information from a messenger. The person speaking 
is the messenger, not Daniel. He begins with the time frame of Darius before Cyrus. I do not believe this is 
Darius the Great.  

The proclamation proceeds into chapter 12 and concludes in verse 4. Verse 5 returns to Daniel’s 
perspective, and finally in verses 9-13, we have what was said to Daniel in response to his questions in 
verses 5-8. 

The most remarkable information from this section is a repeat from Daniel 9 now referred to as the 
“abomination of desolation” which occurs 3 ½ years into the 70th week. 

Identification 

Comparing Nebuchadnezzar’s vision and the four beasts, the typical understanding is: 
• Babylon 
• Medo-Persia 
• Greece 

• Rome 
• Reestablished Roman Empire 

In the text itself, no nation is identified as the fourth nation (the legs of iron/the unusual beast). Two theories 
arise. The first has been taught well before our time (Larkin, 1914) and the other is that the belly and thighs 
(the leopard) are the Greco-Roman period, and the legs of iron (the strange beast) represent the Caliphates 
(Ottoman Empire). 
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This is not set in stone, and I will not be dogmatic. Perhaps both theories are wrong. The impact this has upon 
the church in history is in the search for this final empire. The books that have been written about the revived 
Roman Empire will astonish you. We must be careful how we view prophecy and not say “this is that” 
without confirmation from Scripture. 

Messianic Impact 

What do we know about the Messiah from Daniel? 

• The Rock not cut with hands crushes the final empire of man 

• Son of Man is presented to the Ancient of Days – a new Kingdom that kills the beast with the little 
horn. 

• Timing – 483 after the decree to rebuild Jerusalem begins the time between the 69th and 70th week. 

o 536? 515? 444? Solar? Lunar? 

Other Messianic Implications 

• There will be an adversary to the Messianic Kingdom 

o Little Horn 

o Prince 

o Comes out of the Unusual Beast 

o Has Ten supportive kings 

§ Seven, after three are killed 

o No one will be able to stand against him 

o Constant struggle and battle 

o Daniel 11:36-39 

• Great time of distress over Israel (12:1-2) 

• Abomination of Desolation (12:9-12) 

o Daniel 9:27 

o Matthew 24:15, 21-22 

 
 


